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Best build kotor

Maxrebo2 Unfortunately, data for this user is currently unavailable. Please try again later. View Wish List View Profile Start Conversation Invite Friends Invite Friends To Accept Invitation While Waiting for Invitation... User, as a user.formattedDDateUserJoined - Friends, as a user.formattedDDateUserFriended - Unlocked chat User has
blocked this user's wish list is not public. You cannot communicate with that user because of his or your privacy settings. You can't communicate with that user because you've blocked it. You can't invite that person because you blocked it. The commentary is buried. Unhide Welcome to the Optimal Keeper/Consular Guide to Star Wars:
Knights of the Old Republic, written by /u/TangoSierraFan.This guide is inspired by my Potentially Optimal Consular Build, which was posted on Reddit in April 2018 and has been viewed more than 23,000 times. This is a reference to the guide, but keep in mind that it contains spoilers. This site will spoiler for free, except for the names of
planets/places and party members. I have received many personal posts about the guide and will use this site to make improvements since the original is currently blocked and can be better organized. This Google site will serve as the most accurate version indefinitely. This guide details how to build and play the optimal Jedi consul or
guardian, including passing all checks and maximizing HK-47 with a repair skill that opens up his entire story dialogue. Although the HK-47 is not the best member of the game, it is the most optimal for enjoying the game. This guide assumes that you are playing with Yavin DLC. Playing without it limits the choice of items in a huge way.
The consular build focuses on the damage to the area (Force Lightning) and the buffs with moderate melee capabilities. It is the bright side of the assembly that uses all the amusing forces of the dark side. The lighter side is the best way to create a consulate, while the dark side builds will be much less effective. Keeper build based on the
strength of a melee fighter with buffs. It works for both the light side and the dark side, but the dark side is the best choice. Both builds will trivialize the ultimate boss. Build pages are designed to be as brief as possible. If you want to know more about how and why, please see the useful information and useful resources of the sections of
this site or contact me with questions. I'm a 30-something year old who played the original game on XBox back in 2003. I have a lot of experience with the d20 board games on which the KotOR generation of characters is based. If you want to know more about the mechanics kotOR is based on, I'm happy to answer questions. I am open
to any comments, criticism and input. I'm more than happy to answer questions. Please feel free to contact me via Reddit (/u/TangoSierraFan). For those of you who like to shoot first ask later, soldier soldiers class for you. Experienced in combat, the soldier has high health and high attack, perfect for cutting your enemies down. Their
skills include Demolition, Awareness, and Injury Treatment (which isn't much, but hey, the goal is to fight things, right?) and they can use almost any weapon. This class is arguably the best starting class for those who want a simple first pass. Soldier Great For: Combat Heavy Armor High Level Gun Ownership Pick Soldier If: You want an
easy first playthrough talk cheap you love a good fight Scout Class that has the class to surpass all ... Classes. Scout adapts to the surrounding area, developing the skills necessary for survival. Their exploits include Uncanny Dodge, Implant (personal favorite), Flurry, and Rapid Shot, with the ability to use most weapons. While many
don't like Scout for lack of specialization, this in itself can make the game extremely fun. For a player who wants to have different moments in KOTOR, choose a scout. Scout Great For: Balanced Gameplay Useful Skills (Computer Use, Repair, Demolition, Awareness, Injury Treatment) Universal Class Pick Scout If: Do you want to do
more than the average player you adapt hard-making scoundrel you've ever wanted to be called Rebel Scum as your hero Han Solo? Don't say anything else! The villain is a naudious galaxy thief using his various skills to survive. Although they do not know the fight, their abilities make them useful for any team combination. Their exploits
include Sniper Shot, Luck Of The Villain, Critical Kick, and Sneak Attack (fan favorite). With unique skills like Stealth and Persuasion, it's hard not to see the possibilities for an exciting passing game. Rascal is great for: Skills Of Potential (Destruction, Stealth, Awareness, Safety, Persuasion) Critical Strikes - Sneak Attack - High Damage
Long-Range Gun Attack Pick Scoundrel If: Han Solo - Your Role In You Enjoy Convincing Others (as I Do) You're about Stealth Game (Jedi Classes) Keeper, acting as Guardians of the Galaxy, Jedi Guardian ready for battle. Literally ready to go into battle, The Power jump ability allows you to get to one enemy as quickly as possible.
With high vitality and defense, you will make anyone regret starting a fight with you. It's pretty simple: choose the Guardian if you want to have an easy Jedi fight. The Guardian is great for: Lightsaber Combat Boss Battles Pick Guardian If: Your favorite part about being a Jedi is the lightsaber battles you'd like to hack and cut almost all of
the Sentinel I called this class Obi-Wan class. He has the ability to be an experienced fighter mixed with some decent power. This class is mine because it's opportunistic classes. They plan an attack before they they they and yet they can still keep their own. And with immunity to fear, stun and paralysis, it is much easier to fight against
Sith. Be Obi-Wan, young Padawan. Sentinel great for: Balanced power credentials and lightsaber fighting immunity to Sith powers Open Settings Select Sentinel If: You want the full experience of Jedi Obi-Wan your Grandfather Consular Avoiding Conflict can pay off. Consular your Power master. He's like Yoda (or Jolie, which has a
remarkably similar swamp hut on Yoda). Your opinion of the power of power is immense and you don't need to be experienced in a lightsaber to cope with yourself. It's all good, man. Use the Force. Consular Great for: Power Powers Support Team Pick Consular If: You Have No Fury, to cut everything down you understand the iconic
moments in Star Wars involved the Force (i.e. Obi-Wan convince the Stormtrooper in New Hope) Star Wars Knights of the Old Republic (XBox) Optimal Character Build a Guide to the ------------------ of the zlt; - INTRO - -------------------/Hey guys, I'm writing this guide to creating your own Star Wars: The Knights of the Old Republic ( Or, it's
the only way to beat solo if you use my build..... Bull. I have to admit, I'm a power gamer, I'm crunching numbers and I'll figure things out, so I know how my character will handle it before I get it into the game. I really love games that use a system similar to the classic PnP (pen and paper) because I can calculate what the game does
exactly! I can calculate bone rolls and stat bonuses and how they really affect my character. So if you like the number crunch this guide is not for you because they will do all the calculations for you so you can just pick what you want your character to do and choose the stats and abilities that allow it to happen. Now about leadership, I'm
not going to put that legal crap here, because if your petty enough to steal my work, first im flattered you would go through so much trouble, and secondly, I didn't do it to be recongnized to the public as a god's kotor, plus it's halfway through 2010 when they write it, the game is old, but I recently took it and saw some of the guides and was
appauled by ammount people who were contridicting things. It is confusing to try to find things for this game. so enough of my babbling and on the manual/------------------------------- qlt; - how the game works - is -------------------------------/OK so your probably wondering what they have to say about when I talk about how the game works, I
mean how the game takes your characters stats and transits them into the game. Now the game is based on an engine that works like a classic PNP game. So in behind the scenes the dice are being rolled to see how much damage you do if you hit the enemy if you you almost every action in the game. I'll explain myself here. STATS ok,
when you first see your screen attribute, when you choose your class you're probably more than a little confused, am I right? no shame in that I was too. You probably didn't know what statistics meant. and the first things you need to know about modifiers first. These handy little numbers next to the number you actually change and this
number the game uses to add to the rolls and put stats into the game. so modifiers are important, look at the graph below. Stat Mod Number 8 -1 9 -1 10 0 11 0 12 1 13 1 14 2 15 2 16 3 17 3 . . . So the game calculates the mod not the actual number. its important to know this because it can really optimize your character. but there is one
thing that does put the stats at 15 worth, you get another 5 points to highlight by the time your maximum level (20). So if you put your strength on 15 you can end up getting it to 20, which is good. Another note is always to dump these points on one statistic for maximum benefit. So heres the rules don't put any stat past 14 except for one,
and put that one to 15. except that freedom is yours. Now about what each statistic means - str: basically helps damage melee and helps you hit enemies. - DEX: The effects of defense values and your ability to avoid enemy attacks - Con: mod affects the health you get at every level, simple enough. - INT: adds the skill points you get to
highlight, not too importannt, but should not be neglected - WIS: It affects how much strength points aka mana you have for strength credentials, important! - CHA: Effects convince skill and basically just like wisdom, adds strength points ..... idk either! That's where you have it. DEFENSE Ok defense is very important, but how does it
work? its very difficult, but I'll try to explain it. The defense on this game is not your classic to deny damage as usual in games like this, its how hard your character to hit, the defense relies on agility the most so get this mod if you want a character that is harder to hit. sounds are unsized, but it's very important! CRITICALS of the infamous
critical hit! this game doesn't really explain how they are calculated, but that's where I come in right? normally basically each weapon has a critical range. an average of 19-20, which means that if you throw 19 or 20 you will roll another bone, it can mean double damage or an additional one damage, its all random so yes, the crits should
not be your bread and butter in this game (sorry crooks) but they should not be ignored by all means! A weapon with a good crit range can just give you that extra push to finish the boss fight or kill that last enemy. Don't forget about it. LIFE ugh, it will be hard to explain, but here I go: - Resilience will help you resist the special feats used
against you, mostly physical feats like a flurry or a critical blow. - Will save protection from powers like stun or fear - the reflex protects against shells like grenades and from blaster bullets now where the numbers come from? And basically your save is added to the roll and their mod is added to them, so it's defensive numbers. The
scheme of things save 3 is average and nothing above is good. So you have. blah blah blah, now on funny stuff! /------------------- - class - ------------------/well here where the game starts, your scared and lonely and they tell you to choose a class? Now I bet 75% of people chose a soldier for their first character, which is good, but I'll give you
information about all three classes. ----- SOLDIER ----- your main grunt, I like soldiers for several reasons, one of them tends to have the highest vitality and another reason is that they do the early part of the game, ( Taris). Soldiers get a lot of feats that make them really strong in the combat department, but they don't get really good
bonus class feats, and you might as well drop out in the class department! But in this game the soldiers have one clear advantage over other classes, fighting is always an option. Sometimes hacking or selecting a lock will make things easier, but if your really good in combat you can handle the hard way 99.9% of the time. Here are their
bonus class feats: - Gunman skill heavy - weapon skill: blaster pistols - Weapons skill: blaster rifles - Weapons prowess: heavy weapons - Weapons prowess: weapons - power attack - power explosion is normal now let me comment on each of them, for armor skill heavy, its useless in fact. You'll get more use from your clothes when
you're a Jedi (more on that later). For your weapons knowledge, in fact you won't get any benefit from any other than passing weapons, because once you become a Jedi you will use a lightsaber, if you don't then your stupid). Power attack is normal I think, but the flurry is much better, and I wouldn't waste filling that feat to master, the
power of the blaster, can help you on taris, but, really taris pretty much tutorial in this massive game. so in the bonus exploits department, the soldier's class does poorly. But on the bright side you have a very quick feat of progression so no biggy! Now on the soldier's feat of progression, this is the fastest of the three, you get the feat of
each level except 17 and 19. it's really impressive, but in retrospec, you really have to max to be level 8 when you become a Jedi, so you get 8 feats from a soldier that's a lot. Soldiers rock in feat of progression! Now for the fall soldier, its not that big a deal, but it hurts no less. Your skills will suffer, you have some not-so-gratuitous choices
like your classy - Demolition - Awareness - Treat injury nastiness! but in the grand scheme of things its not too bad since your focus is beating enemies without hacking Right? So focus on the exploding things (demolition) and meding wounds (injury treatment). Injury treatment allows you to get more health from using medpacks if you
didn't already know what's in) OVERVIEW: solid class, good for beggars, fun to play. makes taris less frustrating and good for those people who want to build a tank. I like the soldiers and ammount feats you get a fun highlight. PROS: - lotta health - attack bonus is high - lots of feats! CONS: - lack of skills - bad class feats - no defensive
bonus ----- SCOUT ----- your classic jack-of-all-trade character, they get average feat and skill progression. they're probably my favorite class for numbered reasons and they're well rounded when it comes to being able to mix and match your teammates. They have good cool skills and get not so shabby ammount feats. they may not
match the soldier's feat of progression or the rascal skill of progression, but they are kind of a hybrid between them. they have the best bonus class feats IMHO: - Armor knowledge environment - Weapon skill blaster pistol - Weapon mastery blaster rifle - weapon proficiecy melee weapon - Flurry - Rapid Shot OK Heresy breakdown on
these feats, how much skill goes they match the soldier as soon as you become a Jedi, because the Jedi you will wear clothes and with the help of a lightsaber, they get a force. which is useless once you become Jedi. So they get better bonus class feats than your soldier. Now they also get bonus feats as you level up, as opposed to a
soldier. Here are those: Level 1: Level 1 Implant Level 1 Level 4: Supernatural Dodge 1, Implant 2 Level 7: Supernatural Dodge 2 Level 8: Implant Level 3 is where the scout really cashes in to see if you plan to get the most of them on soldier your much better going with scout for several reasons. On the one hand, they can now almost
match the soldier's feat of progression because they've just got 4 feats you're probably going to get, and they have a supernatural dodge that enhances your ability to evade enemy attacks (imagine that!), and you can't get it if you're a scout. So they really class class play class skills - use computer - demolition - awareness - repair - treat
injuries they have 2 important class skills, repair and computer use. The repair has a neat little side effect to it, if you have your repair high enough, you can upgrade the HK-47 and make it substanctially stronger. It is important if you plan to use it in your party. I like their choice of class skills OVERVIEW: a well rounded class with Join the
fight and use the skills. has a good feat of progression, though not as customizable as the soldiers, but if you plan to use the feats they get for free and like the sound of a supernatural dodge, then you can't beat the scout when it comes to feats. TheirS great and repair is always something I invest in so I can lugg around the HK-47 and its
really woop on people. Plus repair gives you more opportunities to get XP by repairing droids. something valuable, if you ask me. Pros: - class feats are fun, get good stuff for free! - have better skills than a soldier - adds versitility over soldier or scoundrel Cons: - does not specialize in a particular thing - not as effective as a fighter - not as
focused on skill as the scoundrel ----- SCOUNDREL ----- this is the class that Han Solo will be. sneaky little computer hacker, smuggler, security violation artist. this rogue universe is KotOR and I know you guys are like crooks. They are interesting to play and add a call to the game not before seen the other 2nd class. but is this a
weakness? I don't think it's a weakness, I don't see any potential classes build as weak if you're really awful at creating characters. they specialize in the art of stealth and persuasion. They are the exact opposite of the soldier and have an amazing skill of progression. Class feats as follows: - Armor mastery of light - weapon skill blaster
pistol - weapon skill blaster rifles - weapons skill melee weapons - Scoundrels of luck - Sniper shot - critical blow OK good luck rascals adds a bonus to your defensive ability to evade attacks, useful when you're not adept at combat. They mostly match the soldier when it comes to weapons and armor knowledge because of clothing and
lightsabers. Sniper shot blaster feat, so yes .... Cool. critical strike uses with this class, which I will explain here in a second. They also get an excellent little feat of any other level known as Sneak Attack. It has 10 levels of progression and what makes the scoundrel worthy to play. It allows you to do tons of damage to stunned enemies, or
enemies unaware of your presence when your stealthed. It makes them a lot of fun to play as you can sneak around and be all roguish while you blast damage your enemies. The downside is if you get ambushed by a lot of people, but just make sure your teammates are close to following. remember when I said that the critical blow would
have its application with this class, here it is. if you manage to land a sneak attack on sombody you are doing extra damage right? what if you land a critical blow on them while you land a sneak attack on them? oh yes you guessed serious damage. actually enough damage to sometimes one hit a smaller enemy and maim a strong
opponent. It makes the scoundrel fun and fun to play. and you thought these mongers skills were useless. Speaking of skill mongers on class skills: Class Skills - Demolition - - Awarness - Convince - Safety they have some really cool skills like stealth and convince stealth should be your bread and butter with this class as you furtively
attack your way to victory). You have to to convince, only if you do not plan to use Jedi mind tricks. if so, it's kind of more of a do-all speech thing. Voice should be raised a small ammount so you can detect the mines. Try to reset a lot of points in stealth, as you will need them to land your attacks furtively. OVERVIEW: I like the style of
play of this class, it is fresh and different from any of the other classes and allows you to do a blast of damage. In the skill department it looks good, but the exploits suffer inconveniently. But there are ways to get around it! PROS: - fun style of play - massive explosion of damage - amazing class skills - prowess progression - sneak attack
FTW! Cons: - Lack of combat ability - Lack of feat of progression - makes the beginning of the game HELL - rely on teammates more than other classes / ------------------------- of the zlt; - Jedi classes - ------------------------- /well now for the part you have been waiting for, Jedi classes. They will carry you through most of the game, so its
important to choose one that stands for your style of play and one that perhaps balances your class choice or enhances your initial selection. - WARNING - im about to rant: OK I've seen some guys class building guide say hybrid characters aren't as effective as the classes that follow their cooresponding jedi (guardian soldier, for
example), well I won't mention his username, but I won't mention his username? It's 100% load of crap! I will actually encourage you to make a hybrid because they are well rounded and mix your gameplay out of your choice class. Don't listen to people and follow their word, hell don't even follow my blind, although im not going to give you
a great guide about all my class templates you can have, you have to see that all these builds people do are opinions, so I shoot you straight facts and let you plan your own character, Ya Dig? OK, they made a troll's time. Jedi class! Note: all Jedi get persuaded as a skill class, so now it's only worth one point to upgrade. also all Jedi get
lightsaber skill and Jedi defense in the morning. Plus you get a free feat that gives you 40 free power points ----- GUARDIAN ----- are the most famous Jedi throughout the saga. examples: Luke Skywalker, Darth Vader, Obi-Odin Kanobi, Count Dooku. They are Jedi that coincides with a soldier class, but that doesn't mean you have to
choose your class coo answering, some of the most powerful characters are hybrids of classes and Jedi. - at the level - 10 points of viability 4 power points Progressive feats: - Lvl 1: Force Jump - Lvl 6: improved jump force - Lvl 12: master of strength to jump these feats excellent to have, power jump is really effective against enemies
with and the Jedi defense just reeinforces that defense. It also saves you some feats because now there is no need to spend 2 feats to max out the Jedi defense because you are close on these enemies enemies Plus it allows you to have the first attack, it's good to be the aggressor when you're good at killin stuff fp! The Guardians also
get a defensive bonus, which is good if you haven't previously had or want to reeinforce your defensive ability. they have an average power progression that is good, but in fact all Jedi have an average power progression, so that's not an advantage on the other 2. Review: The Guardian is a good class and strength jump so much fun to
have! You feel very Jedi like when you use it and its useful too. I love that they have defensive bonuses and they are perfect for a man who wants to become a fighting force or wants to take their fighting skills to the next level. PROS: - Power Jump is fun! - Defense bonuses - a lot of health Cons: - the power of the jump can kill you - the
power powers are not as strong as they could be - the low point of force aka mana ----- SENTINEL ----- Not a prominent jedi class in the saga, you see a yellow lightsaber in rare cases, Bastille is the Sentinel. they coincide with the scout class and remain a kind of balanced between combat and force forces - at the level - 8 points of vitality
6 power points progressive feats: - Lvl 1: power immunity: Fear - Lvl 6: power immunity: paralyzing these feats is not so attractive to the eyes, but the immunities offer will help a lot during the game, fear and stun are among the favorites of the dark Jedi and be paralyzed by other means Let me tell you, the victims. With implants you can
make yourself immune to the Crits and you are the Jedi's worst nightmare, their 8 points of viability ends up being a little less than the soldiers, but the extra points of strength go down the way. they don't impress me very much anywhere, but they won't disappoint me either. Review: Guardians are a solid class if you want to be a defensive
god to pick them. They have immunity and they can be made into large paladin-like characters with the ability to throw and fight without mastering either of the two. don't underestimate them. PROS: - impervious to many burdens afllictions, used Dark Jedi - Balanced CONS: - Immunities are not fun to play with q (- not impressive in one
area ----- CONSULAR ----- Jedi are super strong by virtue of consular. : - Lvl 1: Power Focus - Lvl 6: Improving Focus Power - Lvl 12: Master strength focus makes your strength force much harder to resist, which is a good thing if you plan to be throwing powers around. their 4 point of viability at the level is sketchy but you really can It's
buffs and heals that you'll be thrown (or suck health from enemies and wicked smile) but as hard as these 4 points per level for your health 10 strength strength The level for your power points is epic! You can throw pretty much as long as you want at higher levels. They can actually be effective in combat if you choose the right feats and
class before becoming a Jedi. Review: I think the consulate is really an amazing class, in fact all the Jedi are). but I like squeezing power powers and feeling like overgrown iodine good feeling, good feeling really! Pros: - a lot of power - lots of power points Cons: - low vitality - not front-line material /-------------------------- qlt; - Saving Levels -
--------------------------/OK is a hot topic around all the tips to keep the levels or not to maintain the levels. Well actually it's a matter of building your do. Most of the time 5/15 is the way to go. 5/15 means that you will stop at level 5 before becoming a Jedi, then you will get more levels of being a Jedi and therefore more strength. It has a few
issues though for one, it makes taris a lot more annoying. two it gets old seeing that little L over your picture in the corner of the screen. but the overall level of savings is the way 5/15 is the way to go most of the time when you do. /---------------------- - my builds - ----------------------/well you know how before I wouldn't force my builds on you I
cheated. don't them joke it only 3 builds I've used so far and everyone has beaten the game at normal difficulty with ease. my planet order for everyone was a tattoo-koribean-kashyykke-mannaan normal before you fanboys go hate me, I know they are not written right. OK good look, please note: I don't encourage you to use my build, if
that's what you've already installed on, make your own I almost guarentee you if you haven't done something really crazy it will do what you want to do. ----- 5/15 Scout/Consular ----- this guy was really very effective. I know a few people who have recommended this build, so I did my first pass with it. it was fun and it worked very well.
Distribution stats: Str- 14 No 2 Dex- 20 No 5 Con- 10 0 Int- 10 0 Wis- 15 No 2 cha- 14 No 2 10 Feats of Jed Defense 2 and 3 (1 free) lightsaber knowledge lvl 2 (1 free) duel 1-3 strength 1-3 implant lvl 3 (2 and 3 were free) 19 powers! Force cure 1-2 forces armor 1-3 speed force 1-3 force to throw 1-3 stun droids 1 stun 1-3 throw lightsaber
1-2 strength prowess 1-2 This build was amazing! I could use master speed to stand up to my lack of combat prowess and for the tough battles of the forces of armor and prowess came in handy. strength has given me that extra defense I need to stay alive and duel me use 1 lightsaber with bonuses in my defense so I can stay alive again
longer. I threw my extra 5 points in dex, so I was harder to hit. I actually managed to be a force to be restored in melee and I used force credentials when I started to lose in melee. when I wanted to blast the damage I could by my will, master speed speed So amazing! It must be taken over with each assembly. ----- 5/15
Scoundrel/Sentinel ----- I know that your thinking, this build would be an epic failure, but actually it was so effective in what it did that I think I could solo that passing. Stat Distribution str- 14 No 2 Dex- 20 No 5 Con- 10 0 Int- 12 No 1 Wis- 14 No 2 cha- 14 No 2 9 feats Jedi Defense 2 (1 free) lightsaber knowledge 2 (1 free) double Weapon
fighting 1-3 strength 1-2 implant 1-2 16 forces cure 1-2 strength speed 1-3 to stun 1-3 forces to throw 1-3 forces armor 1-3 electric droid 1 throw lightsaber 1 does not seem impressive but hear me. I was immune to fear, stun, and paralyzed. I used a Level 2 implant to be immune to mind control, I wore a belt to be immune to critical
shocks (when I didn't use my stealth generator). I had mod no 5 on my agility, so I dodged a lot. I had the luck of the scoundrels, so I dodged even more. I started each fight with a hidden furtive attack, usually eliminating one enemy, I then spam all the deafening power I had avalanched at the time, then I went to town on them with more
stealth attacks because they were stunned. I could stun the droids and do the same. I might as well give myself a room with the power of the waves. I used a double-sided lightsaber to maximise damage. I beat the last boss in literatly 2 min. he was awesome. ----- 5/15 Scout/Guardian ----- pretty straight forward. I used exploits from the
scout and basically soldiered him, once he became a Jedi, he was my dark side character, so I had a lot of fun with him stat distribution str- 20 No. 5 Dex- 14 No 2 Con- 14 No 2 Int- 10 0 wis- 14 No 2 cha- 15 No 2 12 Feats Flurry 2-3 (1 was free) Jedi Defense 2-3 (1 was free) Jedi Defense 2-3 (1 was free) Jedi Defense 2-3 (1 was free)
Jedi Defense 2 2 (1 was free) strength 1-3 conditioning 1-3 double-arms fight 1-3 16-strength drain health 1-3 Fear 1-3 Lightning Force 1-3 Force Speed 1-3 Force Smother 1-3 throw lightsaber 1 you can say he's good.... Bashing peoples' faces! it could also repair the HK-47, which made me very happy). I liked that he had a strength
jump, I liked it a lot, although he got me into trouble sometimes. my offensive strengths were amazing, I found myself using the force of the storm a lot and I pretty much spamd the master speed of each fight towards the end of the game. he seemed to have even overpowered at some points. I enjoyed having a canderous and HK-47 with
me, though it seemed as if I had tanks for them because all the enemies sort of ambushed me and left them pretty much alone. but that's where I got overpowered feeling, they really couldn't kill me because DPS that my party stewing was massive! /-----------------------------' - concluding comments - -----------------------------/ I hope you enjoy
my guide, I took great care in writing because I don't want to put in any false information. Information. box, because as you've seen some of my odd class combinations turned out to be unexpectedly pious th) enjoy the game! Remember to stay original of it, making the game fun. Fun.
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